The Escherichia coli CRISPR System Protects from λ Lysogenization, Lysogens, and Prophage Induction
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We show that phage lysogenization, lysogens, and prophage induction are all targeted by CRISPR. The results demonstrate that genomic DNA is not immune to the CRISPR system, that the CRISPR system does not require noncytoplasmic elements, and that the system protects from phages entering and exiting the lysogenic cycle.

The CRISPR system was recently identified as an adaptive defense mechanism against bacteriophages and extrachromosomal elements. The function of the CRISPR system in antiviral defense was demonstrated experimentally for the first time in 2007 by Barrangou et al. for Streptococcus thermophilus (3). CRISPR protection from lytic proliferation of phages and horizontal gene transfer has since been reported for different bacterial species (5, 11, 17). However, studies of the CRISPR response to temperate phages are scarce. It has been shown that Streptococcus pyogenes strains harboring a CRISPR system contain few or no prophages, whereas strains lacking a CRISPR system are polysyngens. It has also been shown that strains harboring spacers against prophages are free of these prophages (4, 7, 9, 12). Another study has shown that the presence of two spacers against a phage of Pseudomonas aeruginosa, DMS3, inhibits biofilm formation and swarming motility of the lysogen in a CRISPR-dependent manner (20). This phenomenon shown for P. aeruginosa demonstrates a function of the CRISPR system in controlling group behavior responses of a lysogen by an uncharacterized mechanism. Nevertheless, experimental evidence of CRISPR protection from lysogenization and lysogens, which may explain the mutually exclusive relationship between CRISPR spacers and prophages, has not yet been demonstrated.

The CRISPR activity demonstrated thus far against plasmid transfer or lytic growth of phages involves passage of the alien DNA through membranes. It is still uncertain whether this membrane passage is essential for the activity of the CRISPR system, which perhaps requires involvement of a membrane or periplasmic protein(s). A mechanism requiring such proteins should be excluded if the CRISPR system were shown to act on prophages already present in the cytoplasm. Showing CRISPR activity against an integrated prophage will also address whether the bacterial genome is protected from the CRISPR system. Recent findings show that small parts of the CRISPR system—CRISPR arrays—are protected by virtue of their flanking repeats, at least in Staphylococcus epidermidis (13). Activity of the CRISPR system against a prophage integrated in the genome would suggest that the genomic DNA is not recognized as “self” due to unique modifications, as is the case with protection from restriction endonucleases (14). In this short report, several remarkable aspects of CRISPR-mediated protection are revealed. (i) Lysogenization is prevented by the CRISPR system. (ii) Integrated prophage is targeted by CRISPR, resulting in cellular death. (iii) The CRISPR system can rescue bacteria from prophage induction. The results also demonstrate that the CRISPR system is active in the cytoplasm without requiring noncytoplasmic elements and that DNA immunity is not conferred by its integration into the genome per se.

Escherichia coli and its temperate phage λ have been well characterized, and the activity of the CRISPR system against a lytic variant of phage λ (λcvi), but not against a lysogenic variant, has been recently demonstrated (5). We therefore examined the effectiveness of the CRISPR system in preventing lysogenization of the host. We used an hns mutant strain from the Keio collection (2), since the hns product, H-NS, is a repressor of the CRISPR system in E. coli (16), and we wanted to examine an active system, as has been recently described (15). The hns mutant strain also harbored a T7-RNA polymerase in its genome, under an arabinose-induced promoter to allow efficient expression from T7 promoters. Plasmids pWUR478 and pWUR477, harboring, respectively, spacers without homology to P. aeruginosa DMS3, or control spacers “anti-λ spacers,” or control spacers without homology to λ (described in reference 5; see also Table S1 in the supplemental material), both expressed from a T7 promoter, were individually introduced into this host. The two strains harboring anti-λ or control spacers were grown with 0.2% arabinose and 0.1 mM isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG), incubated at 30°C with or without tellurite, a phage which confers tellurite resistance upon lysogenization, and then plated on LB agar supplemented with tellurite, arabinose, and IPTG to determine lysogenization efficiency. As shown in Fig. 1A, the strain harboring the anti-λ spacers lysogenized ~100-fold less efficiently than the strain carrying the control spacers, suggesting that the CRISPR system attacks the phage early enough in the infection stage that the lysogenic growth cycle could be prevented.
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The two strains were capable of receiving phage DNA with no homology to the λ spacers at comparable efficiencies, as determined by a control experiment using P1 phage transduction, indicating that the observed reduction in lysogenization is a direct consequence of specific CRISPR activity. Although maybe not surprising, this is the first demonstration of CRISPR protection from a temperate phage entering the lysogenic cycle. This demonstration further supports the notion that the CRISPR system does not use an RNA interference (RNAi) mechanism to exert its effect, as is probably the case in archaea (8), but rather targets the DNA, as elegantly shown for Staphylococcus epidermidis (11), because none of the genes targeted by the anti-λ spacers are known to be required for lysogenization.

We speculated that activation of the CRISPR system against a prophage integrated in the genome would cause catastrophic DNA breaks, resulting in cell death. To examine the fate of an established lysogen upon CRISPR activation, we used an inducible CRISPR system, which can be activated following lysogenization. λI857kan was used to lysogenize E. coli BL21AI, a strain which does not code for any of the known CRISPR system genes. Lysogens were then transformed with plasmids encoding the CRISPR system genes cas3 and casABCDE and a plasmid encoding a CRISPR array harboring anti-λ or control spacers. CFU were counted after 18 h of incubation at 30°C. (B) CRISPR induction in lysogens. λI857kan E. coli BL21AI lysogens transformed with plasmids encoding the CRISPR system genes cas3 and casABCDE and a plasmid encoding a CRISPR array harboring anti-λ or control spacers were incubated on LB plates supplemented with 100 μg/ml ampicillin, 50 μg/ml streptomycin, and 35 μg/ml chloramphenicol, with or without inducers (0.2% L-arabinose and 1 mM IPTG). CFU were counted after 18 h of incubation at 30°C. (C) CRISPR and prophage induction. λI857kan E. coli BL21AI lysogens transformed as described for panel B were incubated on LB plates as in panel B at 30°C without inducers or at 42°C with inducers. CFU were counted after 18 h of incubation. The control P1 transduction for panel A and the nontreated samples for panels B and C were normalized to 5 × 10^6 CFU/ml, and the treated samples were calculated accordingly. Bars in all panels represent averages ± standard deviations from three independent experiments.
but not with the control spacers (see Table S1 in the supplement material). This result indicates that even low CRISPR activity, due to leakage of its expression, is toxic to cells harboring a lysogen against which the spacers are targeted. Mutants neutralizing the CRISPR system may evolve easily due to this toxicity. We therefore verified our results by carrying out the experiments described in the following paragraph by using 10 individual colonies picked directly from the transformation plate and minimizing the growth cycles of these transformants. To examine its effect against the integrated λ prophage, the CRISPR system was induced by inoculating cells on LB agar plates containing 0.2% l-arabinose and 1 mM IPTG and supplemented with antibiotics to maintain the plasmids. Figure 1B shows that whereas CRISPR induction had no effect on the growth of bacteria harboring the control spacers, it killed over 98% of the bacteria harboring the anti-λ spacers. We speculate that bacterial death due to induction of the CRISPR system is a result of neutralization of the prophage DNA, most likely by cleavage of the corresponding target DNA, which eventually leads to genomic DNA destruction. Direct evidence for DNA cleavage has still not been provided and is the subject of current studies. An alternative explanation is that the CRISPR system affects the level of CI repressor in the cell, leading to induction of the prophage. We ruled out the latter possibility experimentally by monitoring phage production in the culture supernatants. Cultures grown as described above, harboring control or anti-λ spacers, were induced with arabinose and IPTG and aerated for 5 h at 30°C or at 42°C as a control. Supernatants were then collected from both cultures. Burst sizes of less than 1 PFU/cell were measured for the cultures grown at 30°C, whereas burst sizes of ~100 PFU/cell were measured for the cultures grown at 42°C. These results indicate that the observed cell death of the induced culture harboring anti-λ spacers at 30°C is due to the CRISPR activity and not to prophages entering the lytic cycle. Our demonstration that lysogenic DNA is not protected from attack by the CRISPR system indicates, at least for E. coli, that genomic DNA enjoys no inherent protection from CRISPR activity and that the main protective mechanism must be in the adaptation step (the step in which spacers are acquired). The adaptation step, in some bacterial species, selects for spacers with a corresponding unique adjacent motif in the target DNA, by an unknown mechanism (6). Our results emphasize that the adaptation step must also discriminate between environmental DNA samples and bacterial genomic DNA samples, in order to prevent self-targeting. Unraveling the mechanism of the adaptation step will shed light on the discrimination of acquisition of self versus alien DNA.

The suicidal activity of the CRISPR system in this case represents altruistic behavior that has also been exemplified in several abortive infection mechanisms in which a cell “commits suicide” in order to stop replication of an infecting phage (10). From an evolutionary standpoint, such activity is beneficial, as it protects the entire bacterial population, which carries a genetic load similar to that of the “suicidal” bacterium, from phage infection. The activity reported for the CRISPR system in preventing biofilm formation and swarming motility of a P. aeruginosa lysogen is also explained, by a similar rationale, as a defensive activity of an individual bacterium from the spread of lysogens (20). The lysogenized bacterium, in this case, sacrifices valuable resources by reducing its contact with the bacterial population in order to prevent viral spread.

Our results fit very well with a recent study showing that self-targeting spacers having homologies to genomic sequences, be they prophages or other chromosomal elements, are not evolutionarily conserved (18). The study suggests that “accidental” insertions of spacers targeting genomic sequences are deleterious to the organism harboring them (18). We provide experimental evidence for this study by demonstrating that spacers against a prophage are lethal to the bacteria, and unless the CRISPR system is rendered inactive (e.g., by plasmid loss), the cells are killed. CRISPR activity against an endogenous gene has been recently reported also for Pseudomonas carbinolicus (1).

Observing that the CRISPR system acts against the prophage, we speculated that in certain circumstances it can protect bacteria from prophage induction. Prophage λI857kan can be induced at 42°C due to a temperature-sensitive cl variant. We examined simultaneous induction of the prophage and CRISPR system by inducing transcription of the latter using arabinose and IPTG, while simultaneously shifting the temperature to 42°C. Despite the induction of these two lethal pathways, namely, the CRISPR system’s catastrophic activity on a lysogen and prophage induction, the survival frequency of cells harboring anti-λ spacers was over 500-fold higher than that for bacteria harboring control spacers (Fig. 1C). Although induction of the CRISPR system during prophage induction protected only a small fraction of the bacteria in our system, the survivors provide a proof of principle for the system’s ability to rescue bacteria from prophage induction and cure the cells of the prophage. To test whether the survivors lost the integrated prophage, which carries a kanamycin resistance gene, we inoculated them on kanamycin plates. All of the examined survivors (40 of 40) were sensitive to kanamycin, indicating that these cells had cleared the phage from their genome without lethal damage to the chromosome. We believe that phage excision from the genome is not synchronous with the induction of the CRISPR system under our experimental conditions. Therefore, while some cells are at the exact time point at which they can be saved by the CRISPR system acting on an excised phage, most cells either still harbor the prophage and are thus killed by genomic breakdown by the CRISPR system or are at advanced stages of the lytic cycle during which the CRISPR system cannot adequately act. We performed timing experiments to try to induce the CRISPR system at the exact time point at which all phages are excised from the genome but could not significantly raise the survival frequencies. Perhaps in “real-life” situations, in which prophage induction is sensed by cellular regulators, the response is more timely and efficient. One possible regulator that may synchronize the response is H-NS, which has been recently shown to repress the E. coli CRISPR system under LB broth growth conditions (16). Some promoters of the system (casD, cas2) are controlled by a stress response sigma factor, σ32, which might provide additional regulation for CRISPR activation exactly when required, while keeping the system dormant before prophage induction (19). In addition, the molar ratio of the Cas proteins may play an important role, and other, still-unknown regulatory or effector elements of CRISPR activity may allow the activity to take place only during prophage induction. Nevertheless, the in-
increased overall CRISPR-dependent survival demonstrates that the system may rescue bacteria, under certain circumstances, from prophage induction by clearing the induced phage.

Our experiments simulate a possible scenario in which the acquisition of a spacer against a phage occurs after lysogenization by that phage. We show two possible outcomes, both beneficial to the bacteria from an evolutionary standpoint. The first is that the bacteria are killed along with the lysogens and therefore stop propagating it. The second is that the CRISPR system eliminates the prophage while keeping the host alive. As a whole, our results demonstrate the diversity with which the CRISPR system exerts its functions against lysogenization, lysogens, and prophage induction, in addition to its reported activity against lytic phages and extrachromosomal DNA invaders.
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